What is at the core of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict? What does justice demand of us in this conflict? This audiobook clarifies an intimidatingly complex issue - and upends conventional views about America's stake in it. In this audiobook, Elan Journo explains the essential nature of the conflict - according to a universal moral ideal: individual liberty. From that secular moral framework, the audiobook analyzes the conflict, examines major Palestinian grievances and Israel's character as a nation, and explains what's at stake for everyone who values human life, freedom, and progress. The Israeli-Palestine Conflict. Searching for a Just Peace. Part Two: Historic timeline Selected dates that give a general representation of the history of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict have been outlined in the short chronology of Israel-Palestine (see Appendix 5). Have students answer the following ten questions from reading the chronology. 1. When did the Zionist immigrants first go to Palestine, and what part of Europe were they from? The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is the ongoing struggle between Israelis and Palestinians that began in the mid-20th century amidst the greater Arab-Israeli conflict. Various attempts have been made to resolve the conflict as part of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process. It has been referred to as the world's "most intractable conflict," with the ongoing Israeli occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip reaching 54 years. What is at the core of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict? What does justice demand of us in this conflict? This book clarifies an intimidatingly complex issue and upends conventional views about America's stake in it. In this book, Elan Journo explains the essential nature of the conflict, and what has fueled it for so long. What justice demands, he shows, is that we evaluate both adversaries and America's approach to the conflict according to a universal moral ideal: individual liberty. From that secular moral framework, the book analyzes the conflict, examines major Palestinian grievances and Israel's character as a nation, and explains what's at stake for everyone who values human life, freedom, and progress. Palestinian Demands Palestinians want Israel to comply with international law and retreat to the borders that existed in 1967. Palestinians express this demand as four key conditions for peace, including: A separate Palestinian state (with the same borders as were in 1967), Palestinian control of East Jerusalem, Ending Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory, and...